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PIUS XII BEQUEATHS ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO MODERN AGE

In the shadow of his sorrow over the torn world, he tried Him. A man met his God, a man who tried Him. In his very first encyclical, 1939, on the function of the state in the modern world, he applied Christ's instruction, "Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, but to God the things that are God's." His love for Christ in the Eucharist and his understanding of Christ's instruction, "Precious, indeed, in the sight of the Lord is the death of His saints."

In the very beginning of his papacy he declared the dogma of the Assumption, the consecration of the world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, the Marian year, the Centenary of the liquidation of the Zollverein. We know of Christ's love for Mary. His endearment to the people presents him perhaps more than anything else like Christ. Ten million people received in audiences, millions more be reached in the streets of his city, in his travels, by radio, encyclicals, and television. He expressed his love for all nations, addressing the United States, Portugal, Palestine and the Middle-East, and at least 20 other nations specifically, giving an appeal for Europe, Asia, Africa, the Balkans, Near and Far East in his encyclicals. He stressed the equality of men in the sight of God in his writings, and his appeals for care of destitute children, for freedom of thought and speech, for the rights of women from Palestine, and many instances such as this. Two thousand years before, Christ began this new idea in the same way, by accepting all people who could not follow His words; the Athenians, the Pharisees and the Publicans, and by His whole life of charity.

College Opens Doors to Parents For 'Orientation,' Entertainment At Traditional Program Sunday Parents of Marian students will receive official welcome to the campus Sunday, Oct. 26, at the annual student board sponsored 'Parents' Day.'

A welcome address by Monsignor Francis J. Reine, president, will launch the event at 2 p.m. in the college auditorium.

Also speaking will be Judith Hirn, student board president, and Mr. Everett Hoar, president of Parents and Friends Association.

Entertainment will include the Bel Canto chorus, trumpet solos by trumpet players, Mike Sefter and a dance by freshman Vickie Westman.

Groups to See Campus Parents will then be conducted on a tour of the campus by the students, at which time they will have the opportunity of meeting faculty members.

The day will close with service of refreshments in the college dining room.

Barbara Libs is chairman of refreshments, and Roxanne Davos, vice-chairman.

All students of Marian and their parents are invited.

Harvest Hop . . . Women's Athletic and Recreation Association will present "The Harvest Hop" tonight, 8:30 to 11:30, in the Knight Club. WARA president, Sheila McCann, is chairman.

Papal honors will be formally conferred upon two members of the Marian student body by Archbishop Paul J. Schulke, Nov. 9 at St. Peter and Paul Cathedral.

Father Francis J. Reine, president of Marian College, and Father James P. Gablin, faculty member at Marian, are among those recently appointed by the late Holy Father to the Sacred College of Cardinals, with the title of Very Rev. Monsignor.

The honors are honorary titles, as no new responsibilities will be assigned. The honor, however, makes them a part of the Papal household.

Studied in Rome Monsignor Reine was ordained to the priesthood in 1949 in the Motherhouse chapel of the sisters of St. Frances, Hoboken. He was a theological student at Gregorian University in Rome at the death of Pope Pius XI, and assisted the election of Pope Pius XII.

Because of war conditions in Europe, he returned to America to complete his studies for doctorate in theology at the Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C.

A faculty member of Marian from 1949-1963, Monsignor Reine served as professor of theology. For the next two and a half years he was chaplain and instructor at Our Lady of Providence confraternal high school, Clarksville, Ind. He returned to Marian in September, 1964, the first confraternal year, he become president. And Monkstone, Gablin, ordained in 1950, received a doctorate in education from Catholic University.

Marian College will play host to the Convention of the Indiana Academy of Science and the Junior Academy of Science Nov. 6-8. Practicing scientists and science teachers from the state will assemble for an Executive Committee meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

At the general session 9 a.m., the Academy will sponsor a series of talks on "Current Topics in Current Research Methodology." Dr. Edel is rector of the School of Science at Harvard in 1944 and Ph.D., D.Sc., at the University of Iowa, before accepting the position as assistant professor of Chemistry at Purdue. In 1960 he studied in Denmark. Finalists, May 7, 1960, in the college dining room, and "The Christian Family" is the theme of the American Theatre," and "Island Time" is the theme of the American Theatre. Our Lady of Providence.

Our Lady of Providence.
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Among Our Students

Mother, Daughter Realize Desire To Obtain College Education

by Jeni Yanck

"Who brings home the buttered toast?"

"Why, Rosemary, of course!" laughed Mrs. Perrin. "We sometimes collaborate in the kitchen." Mrs. Perrin added, "I now have to see to help because I'm a year ahead of her, but I'm afraid it's she who helps me more.

Mrs. Paul J. Perrin, a wife and mother of two children, enrolled at Marian in Jan., 1956. Her daughter, Rosemary, fol­lowed to the city this fall in the senior year after attending from St. Agnes Academy, Indianapolis.

"A common bond between Rosemary and myself is a love for the works of Shakespeare," Mrs. Perrin explained. "An English major, Rosemary has been a Shakespeare enthusiast. Originally, my daughter and I had planned to take the course together, but she was ready to go ahead alone.

"Mother, don't forget our biology class together last year." Rosemary chimed in. "I just think, with the German class, we were literally a riot, as we tried to keep ahead of each other. Sister Adelaide told Mother to take over the class if she wasn't there — and Mother did, too — at least for the portion before class.

Mrs. Perrin considered leaving college when her daughter began. "After all, I do want to develop in my own ideas. At first she and her friends were rather surprised. Liberal arts courses are important in the struggle for human identity. We must not allow ourselves to be swallowed up in a world of automation.

No problem can be solved by placing undue emphasis on only a part of the issue. Interest in science in our high schools and colleges should be further emphasized and a variety of courses should become a required part of the curriculum. But let past mistakes be forgiven. Liberal arts courses are important in the struggle for human identity. We must not allow ourselves to be swallowed up in a world of automation.
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Fantasy Hides Fact

The bloody battle will shortly be over. The diggs, slams and mudballs are over. The digs, slams and mudballs the Gospels and the Liturgy.

The demagogues have dug out the truth. Then, armed with the constituents they have found. Honest opinions
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Old World Traditions Survive In Puerto Rican Way of Life

by Jack Creul

Isle of enchantment, is the island of Puerto Rico, which the traveler might say with reason is "probably as close to paradise as a man will ever see." The coral rock lying below the crystal clear, blue-green water, the white sands stretching from the water's edge to the trees, the beauty of the land, the beautifully colorful flame-trees which cover the island, the giant world's, African violets, and smelling flowers in the tropical forest range, of El Yunque, and the old cliffside town of West End, all add their shares to the island's serenity, certainly aiding to every traveler's picture of the land.

Tourists Miss Much

But I would venture further to say that the real beauty of the island lies in the people themselves.

This island, in all fairness, probably would make most "Puerto-ciqumos" gasp, but let me clarify.

Most tourists to Puerto Rico spend all their time in San Juan, the capital. All return home with praises for the island, but the people are the only thing the island has to offer.

I had the opportunity to live and work in Puerto Rico for approximately 3 years past, and during that time, having been drawn there by a fond recollection of a previous visit to the island, I found that the people were the only thing the island has to offer.

I was into many homes and to take part in the many festivities and colorful customs.

Elvis is Hit

Although the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is a part of the federal union, it is a separate entity from the United States while "Elvis" is a growing hit on the island, the culture of the island remains in Spanish. Thus their many customs are centered in origin.

Old residents and drive-in movies, what could be a more simple, yet happy, custom than that of polished young folk walking around the plaza on Sunday night, while pretty girls in colorfully decorated dresses attend the opposite direction, each flitting with the other. Later, boy and girl, each one of them wanting to find each other, would sit on benches in the plaza, to carry on their courtship.

Guitar Serenades

Dr. in our era of "rock 'n roll," would have more than an ordinary interest in the lives of its citizens.

Not very exciting we might say, but in old-fashioned ways, the island has its own charm. There is a soft sound of guitar and the beauty of the island words is enchanting. The island is a place where the people live and work "on the island" this is the real Puerto Rico.

ASL Plans Talk: Adds State Office

"Color and Light" will be the topic of a lecture and demonstration by Mr. Robert Kryter, guest speaker of the American Choral Directors Association, Indiana Chapter. It will be given in the Marian auditorium, October 10, 9:00-11:00.

Included in the cast are Jim Marion and Pearsall, members of the class of '58.
Lakeside Diamond
To Serve Varsity, Intramural Teams

Marian's baseball team will open its 1959 season on the new athletic field, located on the north side of the campus lake. The diamond is situated so that the plate is in a northeast-southwest orientation, avoiding direct glare from sunlight. The distance from home plate to the right field boundary is 365 feet, to left field, 400 feet, and to the center field corner, over 450 feet.

Physical education classes will use the field for football, as soon as it is completed.

The playing field may be reached directly from Cold Spring Road, by the road to the west of the lake.

Volleyball Highlights
Autumn Calendar
In Women's Sports
by Rita Jo Marsh

The A.R.A. is off to a "booming" start this season. In fact, it's more rapid than had been anticipated by those who are used to that kind of "summer lodging." The first volleyball game of the year has been scheduled for St. Vincent's for Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. Strenuous practice, however, makes it appear that the A.R.A. will have a true test of its capabilities. The matches will be played with the floor in place but competition is keen and enthusiasm is running high enough to warrant an interesting "race."

Other games are with Indiana Central, Nov. 29, and Normal College, Dec. 5.

Qualification for Teaching
Graduation of the Water Safety Instructor program is scheduled for the week of Nov. 10. This will be conducted by Sister Mary Esther; Sister Mary Rachel and Sister Mary Anne will be in charge of arrangements. Registration for the course has been completed.

Making Their Debut at the Nov. 20 pep assembly will be newly-elected cheerleaders, l-r., Evelyn Fupper, Bonnie Klein and Tom Sonn. Other cheerleaders are Carol Lukasik and Barbara Kuhn.

Students Conduct Lifesaving Course; Instructor Training Classes to Follow

A Red Cross Senior Life-Saving course is to be offered on campus this semester. It will be conducted by instructors Rita J. Vawcar, Mary Ellen Eversman, and Jan Dormeyer.

This course is designed not only as a preparation for lifeguards, but also for the individual's personal protection in aquatic activities. The Senior Life-saving program is open to all who have at least the fundamental skills of swimming.

Making Their Debut at the Nov. 20 pep assembly will be newly-elected cheerleaders, L-r., Karen Forszt, Barbara Kin, and Mary Ellen Eversman, and Jan Dormeyer.

This course is designed not only as a preparation for lifeguards, but also for the individual's personal protection in aquatic activities. The Senior Life-saving program is open to all who have at least the fundamental skills of swimming.

Students are invited to submit papers.

High School Seniors
See College in Action
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Seniors from Catholic high schools of Indianapolis and the surrounding area will be guests of the college Tuesday, Nov. 4.

After an official welcome by the president and the dean of the college, students will be divided into groups according to their major interest. Admission officers will discuss the respective academic fields.

Brochures and literature concerning college offerings will be available, while guided tours will acquaint the student with the campus.